
LYOVIT hi�ory �arted when a young
employee of National Blood Donor Center, 
while freeze-drying blood plasma, came up 
with the idea of creating a food company. 



Within 25 years of a�ivity Jerzy Godek's 
company became one of the bigge�
producer of freeze-dried produ�s in Poland 
and one of the major suppliers of organic 
produ�s in Europe.



We preserve carefully sele�ed fresh
vegetables, fruits, �ices and herbs.
With the help of modern technology,
we give our clients the highe� quality
produ�s which maintain all the
nutritional content, original shape,
texture, color, aroma and ta�e.



All raw materials are carefully sele�ed
and cultivated in Poland under our quality 
control sy�em. We support local farmers 
and encourage them to farm organic.  



"Let the food be thy medicine and the
medicine be thy food" said Hippocrates.
We work dire�ly with plantators and food 
�eciali�s to give you what's Nature's be�. 



Our quaility sy�em controls all produ�s 
from a seed, through cultivation and
produ�ion process to the final delivery.



Accordding to the requirements,
our produ�s are checked at every
produ�ion �ep in internal and
external laboratories.



The freeze-drying method is the be�
available technology of preserving food 
produ�s. It kepps 98% of natural vitamins 
and nutrient inta�. At the same time,
this method enables to preserve original 
form and texture for many years.
All of it without using any presevatives. 



The whole process �arts with 
freezing ingredients.

�ep 1



Frozen ingredients are placed in �ecial 
chambers, where vacuum is being created.

�ep 2



Thanks to sublimation process, the water is the only
content which evaporates; original food form, texture, 

and nutritional values are maintained.

�ep 3





Freeze-dried food has a wide range of
applications. Lyovit o�ers di�erent cut 
sizes and fragmentation of the produ�s 
from whole, pieces, slices, cubes
to fine cut and powder.
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Lyovit know-how combined with young
and creative team is always open to

new proje�s and development. 

kontakt@lyovit.com 




